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AbstractÐException handling is widely regarded as a necessity in programming languages today and almost every programming

language currently used for professional software development supports some form of it. However, spreadsheet systems, which may

be the most widely used type of ªprogramming languageº today in terms of number of users using it to create ªprogramsº

(spreadsheets), have traditionally had only extremely limited support for exception handling. Spreadsheet system users range from

end users to professional programmers and this wide range suggests that an approach to exception handling for spreadsheet systems

needs to be compatible with the equational reasoning model of spreadsheet formulas, yet feature expressive power comparable to that

found in other programming languages. In this paper, we present an approach to exception handling for spreadsheet system users that

is aimed at this goal. Some of the features of the approach are new; others are not new, but their effects on the programming language

properties of spreadsheet systems have not been discussed before in the literature. We explore these properties, offer our solutions to

problems that arise with these properties, and compare the functionality of the approach with that of exception handling approaches in

other languages.

Index TermsÐException handling, spreadsheets, end-user programming.

æ

1 INTRODUCTION

IN his landmark paper, Goodenough captured the notion
of exception handling as a general purpose tool in the

programmer's toolbox [17] and today, exception handling is
widely acknowledged to be a device that can improve a
program's software engineering characteristics, such as
robustness, generality, and modularity. But while exception
handling is commonly supported in programming lan-
guages today, especially those in the imperative, object-
oriented, and functional paradigms, almost no work has
been reported on exception handling in programming
languages aimed at end users. Perhaps the most widely
used of all end-user programming languages are spread-
sheet systems. The lack of attention to exception handling
and other software engineering aspects of spreadsheet
systems may be one reason that a large number of
spreadsheets in practical use contain faults (see [37], [38]
for summaries of this literature).

Spreadsheets are simply collections of equations. A

spreadsheet consists of cells and each cell (the lefthand

side of the equation) can be given a formula (the righthand

side of the equation). The collection of these formulas

completely specifies the ªprogramº logic. In particular, the

spreadsheet's creator does not specify execution sequence;

rather execution is automatically scheduled by the system
in some dependency preserving order.

Exceptions can arise in spreadsheets just as in traditional
programs, occurring, for example, in the cases of divisions
by zero and dynamic type errors. Yet, incorporating most
traditional approaches to exception handling into a spread-
sheet system does not seem viable for end users, because
doing so would require these users to deal with concepts
not usually present in spreadsheet systems, such as control
flow or higher-order functions.

The issue of how to support exception handling in
spreadsheets is compounded by the fact that only some of
the creators of spreadsheets are end users. Other creators of
spreadsheets include professional programmers creating
spreadsheet templates for sale to other users, such as for
income tax preparation and informal programmers
[56]Ðusers who, like professional programmers, write
programs for others to use, but who are not fully trained
professional programmers. Examples of informal program-
mers include an office manager creating budget spread-
sheets for the office staff using a conventional spreadsheet
system such as Excel1 [33], a user interface designer
creating a user interface using a spreadsheet-based user
interface design tool such as C32 [36], and a scientist
creating a graphical depiction of complex scientific data
produced by a spreadsheet-based visualization system
(e.g., [7]). With this mixture of audiences in mind, our goal
was to develop a ªgentle slopeº approach to exception
handling for spreadsheets that would be simple enough for
end users, yet expressive enough for informal programmers
and professional programmers to use for full featured
exception handling.

In this paper, we examine an approach to exception
handling commonly found in spreadsheet systems called
the error value model and show that, given suitable
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abstraction mechanisms, the approach can provide as much
functionality as many traditional approaches to exception
handling, but without altering the spreadsheet paradigm's
evaluation model. We begin with a review of literature
relevant to spreadsheet systems and exception handling
and a brief introduction to Forms/3, the research spread-
sheet system in which our work has been prototyped.
Characteristics of spreadsheet systems are identified that
are not commonly found in other programming languages
and the implications of these characteristics on exception
handling are discussed, followed by problems with error
value exception handling in its basic form and our
solutions. Ways are then presented to increase the expres-
sive power of error value exception handling through
spreadsheet-oriented abstraction mechanisms and the re-
sulting increase is demonstrated by implementing replace-
ment value exception handling using the error value model.
Finally, to evaluate the extent to which the approach might
be considered ªfull featured,º the approach is compared
with the exception handling approaches of three modern
programming languages in practical use.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

This paper uses conventional exception-related terminol-
ogy: The term exception handling means a collection of
mechanisms that support the detection, signaling, and after-
the-fact handling of exceptions. (Before-the-fact exception-
oriented code is better classified as exception prevention.)
Sebesta defines an exception as any unusual event, erroneous
or not, that is detectable either by hardware or software and
that may require special processing [51]. An exception is
signaled when it is detected and the signaler is the operation
being executed when the exception is signaled. An exception
handler is the special processing code that is executed as a
result of an exception being signaled.

2.1 Spreadsheet Languages

We use the term spreadsheet languages1 to refer to all systems
that follow the spreadsheet paradigm, from commercial
spreadsheet systems to more sophisticated research lan-
guages following the spreadsheet paradigm. The essence of
this paradigm is expressed well by Alan Kay's value rule,
which states that a cell's value is defined solely by the
formula explicitly given it by the user [27]. There are
similarities with the dataflow paradigm, but several
features of the spreadsheet paradigm distinguish it from
the way the dataflow paradigm is conventionally realized.
These differences are in the language design and in the
implementation strategies. They arise from the need to
simplify language features in order to accommodate end
users' lack of programming training and to provide
immediate and automatic execution of every visible cell
after every formula edit.

In recent years, the spreadsheet paradigm has come
under study for its potential in domains beyond budgets
and accounting and a goal of our approach to exception

handling is to be appropriate for research spreadsheet
languages that have been created for these new domains.
Many of these research systems have been oriented toward
supporting graphics-related programming, primarily for
end users and informal programmers. This line of spread-
sheet research began with a pioneering language in this
domain, NoPumpG [30], followed by its successor
NoPumpII [65], two spreadsheet languages designed to
support interactive graphics. Our research system, Forms/3
[4], [5], is another spreadsheet language that supports
interactive graphics. In addition, it supports abstraction, as
will be seen later in this paper. Penguims [25], a spreadsheet
language for specifying user interfaces, is similar to
Forms/3 in its emphasis on abstractionÐit provides the
capability to collect cells together into objectsÐbut unlike
Forms/3, it employs several techniques that do not conform
to the spreadsheet value rule, such as interactor objects that
can modify the formulas of other cells and imperative code
similar to macros. Action Graphics [26] is a spreadsheet
language that supports graphical visualizations and anima-
tionsÐprimarily of program or data structuresÐthrough
functions that cause side effects. Chi et al. recently
developed a research spreadsheet language to support high
quality visualizations of complex data such as those needed
in scientific applications [7].

Diverse experimental spreadsheet languages exploring
other novel approaches to spreadsheet development have
also been created. For example, Smedley, Cox, and Byrne
have incorporated the visual programming language Pro-
graph and user interface objects into a spreadsheet
language in order to provide a graphical interface for
spreadsheet input and feedback [10], [53]. Wilde's WYSI-
WYC spreadsheet language [64] aims to improve traditional
spreadsheet programming by making cell formulas visible
and by making the visible structure of the spreadsheet
match its computational structure. C32 [36] is a spreadsheet
language that uses graphical techniques along with in-
ference to specify constraints in user interfaces. The
spreadsheet language Formulate includes the use of voice,
handwriting, and gestures as input modalities for entering
standard spreadsheet formulas [29] and also provides
extensive intelligent assistance in specifying solutions to
matrix manipulation problems [59], [62].

As will be seen later in this paper, an important asset to
the expressive power of exception handling in spreadsheet
languages is support for abstraction. The spreadsheet
languages with the most support for abstraction are
Formulate, Forms/3, and Penguims. Formulate provides
an explicit approach to procedural abstraction, allowing the
user to name spreadsheets and provide textual calling
protocols to treat them as first order functions, but does not
support data abstraction. Forms/3 supports both procedur-
al abstraction and data abstraction without leaving the
spreadsheet paradigm, in a manner that will be described in
later sections. Penguims's support for abstraction is ex-
tensive and is done in a manner similar to Forms/3's.
(However, Penguims does not make use of this feature for
exception handling; for example, there is no facility for
user-defined exceptions.) These three spreadsheet
languages are unusual in their support for abstraction;
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commercial spreadsheet systems are, indeed, languages for programming,
although they differ in audience, application, and environment from
traditional programming languages.



most spreadsheet languages have either no abstraction at
all, or require the user to switch to another paradigm
(through trapdoors to traditional programming languages
or imperative macros) when abstraction is needed. The
overall lack of abstraction in spreadsheet languages may be
the main reason there has been little work on exception
handling in this paradigm.

2.2 Exception Handling Models for Spreadsheet
Languages

In the error value model of exception handling, a function's or
operator's return value, if an exception occurred, is an
identifiable error value. For example, in Excel, when a
primitive operation detects an exception, it returns one of
seven possible error values. Each error value indicates a
different cause, such as division by zero. Operations are
provided that test for error values, discriminate among
them, and generate them. Using these mechanisms, a
spreadsheet's creator can detect when an exception has
occurred and provide the desired exception handling.
When nothing is done in a formula to handle the presence
of an error value, the error values propagate to cells that
reference the cells containing error values. The error value
model is different from the use of status flags in traditional
programming languages in that the primary return value is
an error, which will propagate in turn to every use of that
return value; hence it cannot be ignored and lost as can
status flags.

The Excel rendition of the error value model is
representative of exception handling in commercial and
research spreadsheet languages. A strong advantage of the
approach is that it is attractively simple. Unfortunately,
however, it does not support all of the generally accepted
principles of exception handling. For example, as Good-
enough was first to point out, exceptions are not necessarily
errors [17]; this implies that support for user-defined
exception abstractions can expand the generality of an
exception handling mechanism. Goodenough further ob-
served that an exception's significance is often known only
outside the signaling operation and concluded that the
invoker of the signaling operation should have some control
as to how the exception should be handled. Investigating
these observations further, Yemini and Berry presented
potential software engineering advantages in the use of
exception handling, from which they derived a set of design
guidelines and introduced the replacement value model2 as an
approach that follows these guidelines [68]. The guidelines
were:

. Handlers should be allowed to have formal para-
meters. This decreases coupling among different
potential signalers and potential invokers (no shared
global variables) and increases reusability of the
handlers.

. To preserve information hiding, unhandled signals
should not automatically propagate along the chain of
invokers. If the details of an exception are automati-
cally propagated, information hiding is violated;

however, explicit propagation is permissable because
it supports information hiding by allowing abstrac-
tion of exception information.

. Data and procedural abstractions should be able to
include exceptions in their definitions. This im-
proves the fidelity of the definition of such
abstractions.

. Exception handling should integrate fully with a
language's scope rules and type system.

. Exception handling features should be designed so
that their addition to a language does not reduce the
language's suitability for formal verification.

The replacement value model is based upon providing a
replacement value to use in handling exceptions in a manner
that follows these guidelines. Although the context of
Yemini's and Berry's view of the replacement value model
was in the imperative world, the replacement value model
has since been adapted to functional languages (e.g., [2])
and forms the basis of some of the work on exception
handling in the functional language community. Later in
this paper, we will use the replacement value model as a
measuring standard, showing that it is possible to meet all,
except one, of its guidelines by implementing it using the
error value model in the spreadsheet paradigm.

2.3 Exception Handling in Other Applicative
Languages

Most research on exception handling has been in imperative
[11], [17], [31], [68], object-oriented [14], [34], [48], [66], and
functional languages [2], [19], [43], [60]. The approaches to
exception handling in the imperative and object-oriented
paradigms usually accomplish their purposes in part by
allowing the programmer to alter execution sequence. Since
spreadsheet formulas do not express sequence (other than
what can be derived from the dataflow dependencies in the
formulas), these approaches cannot be used in the spread-
sheet evaluation model.

Like spreadsheet languages, functional languages are in
the applicative language family. Although many of the
exception handling approaches devised for applicative
languages have been at least partially control-flow based,
the error value model has also been used in various ways in
some applicative and functional languages (e.g., [15, 19,
60]). However, spreadsheet languages are first-order lan-
guages; that is, functions cannot be passed as parameters or
returned as results. Hence, without fundamental changes to
the evaluation model, spreadsheet languages cannot rely on
higher-order functions, such as using continuation-passing
style (e.g., [35]) or monads (e.g., [40]), to achieve exception
handling.

Several problems can arise when exception handling is
introduced into functional and other applicative languages
[2], [19], [43]. For example, modern applicative program-
ming languages treat same-level arguments as if they are
evaluated in parallel; no order of evaluation is specified. But
if two or more same-level exceptional points exist within a
function call, unless an order of the signals is asserted,
referential transparency will not be maintained. Another
potential problem is loss of laziness. These problems can
also arise in the spreadsheet paradigm.
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2.4 Exception Handling in Visual Programming
Languages

Spreadsheet languages are an example of at least partially
visual programming languages (VPLs), a family of lan-
guages whose semantics and/or evaluation models rest
upon the use of multiple dimensions and/or immediate
visual feedback. VPLs are especially relevant to this paper
because they are intended for diverse audiences, ranging
from end users to informal programmers to professional
programmers. Interestingly, unlike traditional languages,
declarative paradigms predominate in the visual program-
ming research community, especially rule-based, con-
straint-based, and dataflow. This would imply that the
exception handling research in the VPL community would
likely be applicable to the spreadsheet paradigm. However,
to date, there has been only a little support for exception
handling capabilities in VPLs, whether aimed at end users,
professional programmers, or informal programmers.

The visual languages most commonly found in the
software engineering research community are languages for
modeling and/or specifying some aspect of software or
software process. Popular approaches include variations on
statecharts, Petri nets, control flow diagrams, data flow
diagrams, and hybrids among these [16], [20], [39], [50],
[52], [54]. Many such languages are for specification only
and are not executable. Of those that are executable, some
do support reacting to high-level or domain-oriented events
and exceptions that can arise in the domain being modeled,
but, due to their high-level focus, they provide little support
for handling low-level exceptions that arise in the domain
of computation itself, such as divide by zero, unavailability
of an I/O device, exhaustion of colors available to a
display, etc.

VPLs aimed directly at programming have also been
limited in supporting exception handling. For example,
Fabrik [32], an early dataflow VPL, is still representative of
declarative approaches to exception handling in VPLs.
Fabrik supports system-level errors only, under the error
value model. In Fabrik, if a component cannot compute, the
values on the output pins are invalid and this invalidity is
propagated to the connected input pins. Connections
carrying invalid values appear as dashed lines. No facility
for user-defined exceptions is provided.

The rule-based paradigm is becoming increasingly
popular for VPLs aimed at end users (e.g., [22], [42], [45],
[46]). Although support for exception handling seems like a
natural fit for this paradigm, given the similarity between
the ªwhenever-likeº behavior of rules and the behavior
needed for invoking handlers, at least some kind of support
would be needed for identifying and handling built-in
exceptions. To date, our searches through the VPL research
literature have turned up no reports of this kind of support.

Descriptions of Prograph-based research [9], [47] include
the only detailed discussions on exception handling in
programmer-oriented VPLs that we have been able to
locate. Prograph is a VPL intended for professional
programmers that combines the dataflow, object-oriented,
and imperative paradigms. In Prograph, exception hand-
ling is control-flow oriented. There are constructs that allow
the programmer to explicitly signal exceptions and to

handle exceptions through termination and transfer of
control to other sections of the program. Computation-
generated exceptions, however, such as divide by zero, are
not supported in Prograph itself. The latter of the two
mentioned Prograph-based projects explores extending the
original Prograph syntax to make it Java compatible and
translates the visual code to Java. In this project, the control-
flow-based, object-oriented exception handling style of Java
is supported. This approach is full featured, but its control
flow orientation would not be suitable for spreadsheet
languages because of its incompatibility with the spread-
sheet value rule.

2.5 A Brief Introduction to Forms/3

Forms/3 is the research spreadsheet language in which we
have prototyped our approach to exception handling.
Forms/3 includes the usual spreadsheet language features
(see Table 1), but extends them by providing support for
abstraction mechanisms (through a device similar to
ªlinked spreadsheetsº); by supporting several visual and
gestural mechanisms for specifying and exploring formulas;
and by supporting a variety of types, including graphical
types [4], [5].

Another difference from commercial spreadsheet sys-
tems is that in Forms/3 not all cells need to be locked into a
grid; it is also possible to have standalone cells and grids.
(This difference is not relevant to support for exception
handling.) However, like commercial spreadsheet systems,
spreadsheets, called forms in Forms/3, are the basic
organizational units, and cells are the computational units.
Because each cell's value is determined by its formula, a
spreadsheet's output is entirely determined by the cells'
formulas and by the visible attributes of these cells (such as
their location and the visibility of borders).

Most spreadsheet languages are dynamically typed;
hence run-time type errors are one group of errors that
can signal exceptions. Although we have experimented
with static typing systems for Forms/3 [3], [13], they are not
a part of this work on exception handling. Our approach to
exception handling is presented in the context of the
dynamic typing that is usual for spreadsheet languages.

3 THE APPLICATION OF ERROR VALUE EXCEPTION

HANDLING TO SPREADSHEETS

3.1 Unusual Characteristics of Spreadsheet
Languages

Liveness is a term coined by Tanimoto to describe the
amount and immediacy of semantic feedback provided by a
language environment [55]. Tanimoto described four levels
of liveness. At level 1 no semantics are implied to the
computer and, hence, no feedback about a program is
provided to the user. An example of level 1 is an entity-
relationship diagram for documentation. At level 2 the user
can obtain semantic feedback about a portion of a program,
but it is not provided automatically. Compilers support
level 2 liveness for final output values and interpreters do
so without being restricted to final output values. At level 3,
incremental semantic feedback is automatically provided
whenever the user performs an incremental program edit
and all affected on-screen values are automatically
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redisplayed. This ensures the consistency of display state
and system state if the only trigger for system state changes
is user editing. The automatic recalculation feature of
spreadsheet languages supports level 3 liveness. At level
4, the system responds to program edits as in level 3 and to
other events as well, such as system clock ticks and mouse
clicks over time, ensuring that all data on display accurately
reflects the current state of the system as computations
continue to evolve. Forms/3 is a spreadsheet language that
supports time-related computations and provides feedback
about them at liveness level 4. In this paper, we will simply
use the terms live and liveness to describe a system
supporting level 3 or higher. As will be discussed later,
the liveness of spreadsheet languages provides both
opportunities and problems for exception handling.

One implication of the liveness of spreadsheet languages
is that it means there are multiple output variables (cells)
and that these output cells are not distinguished from any
other cells. That is, any cell is an output cell if it is on the
screen. A further implication of the fact that every on-screen
cell is an output cell is that spreadsheet languages involve
multiple threads, at least in theory and often in practice.

In spite of the presence of liveness, it is possible for a
spreadsheet evaluation engine to use lazy evaluation and
some spreadsheet languages do so (e.g., Forms/3 and C32
[36]). In the context of liveness, laziness means that only
those cells needed to keep the on-screen cells up-to-date
will be calculated. Because of the presence of scrollbars and
other event-driven navigation devices, which cells are on-
screen may change at any moment. For example, ªfinalº
answers may be scrolled off the screen by the user, with
intermediate cells such as exception handlers scrolled onto

the screen to suddenly become ªoutputs.º This has
particular impact on lazy spreadsheet languages, but can
also affect exception handling in eager languages. An
approach to exception handling for spreadsheet languages
must deal with this flexibility and would ideally work for
either lazy or eager evaluation strategies.

3.2 Basic Features of Exception Handling in
Forms/3

3.2.1 Default Exception Handling of Built-in Exceptions

In the error value model, a built-in exception type can allow
instantiation of an exception that is part of the language
definition. Instances of built-in exceptions can be signaled
by the language's runtime system. Hence, in Forms/3, the
default way to handle a built-in exception is to terminate
the signaling operator, return a value of type error, and
resume execution, as in Fig. 1. The error value can be
returned at the subexpression level or the cell level and we
will discuss the advantages and disadvantages of each
possibility in Section 4. Since the error value model focuses
on values, not on control flow, there is no transfer of
control, either in default handling or in explicit handling
that can be provided by the spreadsheet creator. Rather,
execution simply resumes at the operator that would have
been scheduled next if no exception had occurred.

The analog clock spreadsheet in Fig. 2 demonstrates an
application of default handling of built-in exceptions in
Forms/3 in a type of application oriented toward graphical
output that might have been written by an informal (not
professionally trained) programmer. This spreadsheet
demonstrates the error value model as found in most
spreadsheet languages (although many spreadsheet
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TABLE 1
The Grammar for the Subset of Forms/3's Formula Language Used in this Paper

(Figs. 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, and 8 provide examples of formulas following this grammar.) As the top section shows, Froms/3 has the usual spreadsheet
formula operators and also some operators supporting computation on grids and on graphics. The bottom section shows cell reference syntax, which
includes row/column referencing for cells that are in a grid. There are also four pseudo referencesÐI, J, LASTROW, and LASTCOLÐthat can be
used in grid formulas. Including these in the grammar is straightforward, but tedious and we have omitted them for brevity.



languages do not allow some other features present in the

clock, such as graphical types). The clock spreadsheet takes

two integers, representing the time of day in hours and

minutes and displays the corresponding analog clock. After

testing is complete, those integer input cells would be

replaced by references to the actual system clock. The x- and

y-positions of the clock's hands are computed by cells

minutex, minutey, hourx, and houry based on x- and y-axes

that each run from -15 to +15, with 0 intended as the

location of the clock's pin. Cell theClock references the

results of the cells minuteHand, hourHand, face, and pivot to

assemble the clock components into one unit. In this

example, the cell references were entered by pointing and

the formula arranging the clock components was demon-

strated by dragging the components together and rubber

banding the result. (The clock components were then

separated for readability of their formulas.) Alternatively,

these formulas could have been typed in exactly as they are

shown in the figure. The combination of lazy evaluation

with liveness in Forms/3 causes execution of formulas to be

automatically scheduled for every cell that is currently on

the screen as well as for any other cells needed to compute

those on-screen cells.
Because the spreadsheet's creator has not provided any

exception handling code in the formulas in Fig. 2, all

exception handling is done by the system's default handlers.

3.2.2 Explicit Exception Handling: If-Then-Else +

Applicative Semantics + Liveness = Constraints

The example so far shows the system signaling exceptions

by generating error values. (In Forms/3, these values can

also be generated explicitly by spreadsheet creators via the

error operator; most other spreadsheet languages also offer

such a facility.) Spreadsheet creators can capitalize upon the

presence of error values by specifying their own exception

handlers: ordinary if-then-else formulas defining calcula-

tions predicated on exceptions having arisen. For example,

suppose the spreadsheet creator renames theClock to good-

Clock, adds a badClock cell containing a sketch of a broken

clock (drawn using an ordinary X-Windows bitmap editor

and imported using the glyph operator with the filename as

its argument), and creates a new theClock cell with formula:

if (error? (minuteHand) or error? (hourHand))
then badClock else goodClock

(The operation error? tests whether a value is of type error.)
Fig. 3 shows the result of these three changes.

This example illustrates an important characteristic of
spreadsheet languages that can be exploited to allow
exception handling under the error value model: The
ordinary if-then-else conditional construct, when paired with
the continuous demands for output of a live environment,
provides the constraint-based or rule-based functionality
that is at the heart of exception handling. That is, explicit
exception handling is a definition of computations needed
whenever an exception arises, just as are constraints and
rules. (In fact, the term one-way constraints coined by Myers
is now frequently used to describe the spreadsheet
evaluation model [36].) This compatibility with constraint-
based semantics is because of the combination that 1) the
variables' definitions (cells' formulas) entirely define all the
relationships in the spreadsheet and 2) wherever output is
produced, the system must automatically maintain all
values contributing to the output. As these two character-
istics emphasize, the sequence of execution is always
ªsoon enoughº; that is, if a cell's formula (constraint) is
relevant, it will automatically be scheduled to execute
before any cell affected by it.

A noteworthy implication of this whenever-like if in
spreadsheet languages is that the large difference that exists
in most programming languages between exception hand-
ling (after an exception occurs) and exception prevention
(before an exception occurs) is reduced. In traditional
programming languages, exception prevention is normally
done using if statements or expressions to test for conditions
that could cause exceptions to be signaled and this can seem
attractive to programmersÐespecially those who are rela-
tively inexperiencedÐsince they already know the if. On the
other hand, traditional exception handling often requires
special-purpose constructs (such as on, try, and/or catch) and
deviations from the usual evaluation model. With the error
value model set in a spreadsheet language however,
exception prevention and exception handling are both done
using the if, requiring only the understanding of what the
error type is and how to detect its presence with the error?
operator. Hence, the difference between prevention and
handling (and the size of the learning curve required to move
from prevention to handling) becomes small.

One reason exception handling is promoted by language
researchers over exception prevention is modularity: Ex-
ception handling code is usually more easily separated from
the main algorithm than is exception prevention code. This

capability is also present in the approach to exception
handling discussed here, because the exception handling
cells can be placed well away from the ªlogicº cells, since
the physical locations of these cells do not affect the

spreadsheet's behavior.

3.2.3 Expressiveness of Explicit Exception Handlers

In many languages, one explicit exception handler can
handle all exceptions of a certain type. The approach
described here is not as expressive as that. Instead, in the
examples so far, an exception handler monitors activity in
the particular cell(s) referenced in the if predicate, which is
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Fig. 1. A Forms/3 spreadsheet with three cells demonstrates the error
value model for built-in exceptions. (In Forms/3, the spreadsheet creator
can provide optional names for the cells, such as x, y, and z. Also, any
cell's formula can be displayed with the cell's value, as has been done
here for all three cells simultaneously.)



more like handling a particular instance of an exception

than an entire category of exceptions. As will be discussed

in the next few sections, it is not possible in this approach

for a single handler to handle all exceptions of a certain

type, but it is possible for a handler to handle multiple

instances of an exception, given certain abstraction

capabilities.

4 ISSUES RAISED

Except for the inclusion of graphics, the approach to

exception handling we have described to this point is

representative of that found in most spreadsheet languages.

Approaches like this (also sans graphics) have also been
included in some other applicative languages. However,
even though the model is simple, several issues are raised
by its incorporation into the spreadsheet paradigm. In this
section, we consider these issues and offer our solutions to
them.

4.1 Issue 1: Under What Conditions Should Type
Exceptions Be Signaled?

Commercial spreadsheet systems, which are dynamically
typed, have traditionally been more forgiving than other
kinds of languagesÐeven those that are also dynamically
typedÐin overlooking type errors. For example, when
summing columns that contain nonnumeric entries, Excel
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Fig. 2. A user's view of the clock spreadsheet does not include the formulas or the cells the spreadsheet's creator has chosen to hide. Here, two user

views are shown: (a) with correct input and (b) with erroneous input. (c) The creator's view: The spreadsheet creator did not include any exception

handling code in this spreadsheet; it simply defaults to the default exception handling provided by the system.



simply treats those entries as zeros. However, this forgiving

approach allows type errors to slip by unnoticed. For

example, consider the following example of an end-user

spreadsheet: a conventional grades spreadsheet kept by a

teacher, as in Fig. 4. If the Course column's formulas were

something like:

(HW1 + HW2 + HW3 + Midterm + Final )/ 5

then a HW2 entry for one of the students (say, Smith) such

as ªN/A (ill)º would be treated as a zero instead of being

omitted from the calculations. Since it is fairly common for

teachers to have special circumstances arise for individual

students such as this, it seems important for a type

exception to be raised if the teacher forgot to remove the

HW2 reference from Smith's Course formula. To solve this

problem, in Forms/3 and in some other spreadsheet

languages, inappropriate types are never ignored; rather,

a type exception is raised. In this example, Smith's Course

cell would display Type-Error. However, this decision

affects exception propagation.

4.2 Issue 2: How Far Should Exceptions Be
Propagated?

Consider a formula for some cell X such as:

�3=0� � 5:

In evaluating this expression, the subexpression in par-

entheses evaluates to a Division-By-Zero value (of type error).

From this point, one possibility would be to continue

evaluation, trying to add Division-By-Zero to five. In this

case, X's final answer would be

Division-By-Zero + 5 = Type-Error

since the system cannot add an error to a number. This

solution would have the advantages of being consistent

with the resolution just presented to the previous section's

issue and of being easily done without altering the

evaluation model. The problem with it is that the result

would not be very informative. Since the exception

occurred inside a subexpression, no notification of the

Division-By-Zero would ever be displayed. Instead, the Type-

Error exception displayed would be different from the

Division-By-Zero exception that actually occurred, which

would be misleading. Since a cornerstone of spreadsheet

languages is immediate visual feedback, this misleading

display would be a serious problem.
Another possibility would be to return Division-By-Zero

as the formula's result. This would solve the misleading

display of the first approach. It would in essence be a

redefinition of the semantics of each operator so that, if one

of its arguments were an error, it would behave as an

identity function on that argument, returning the incoming

error value. However, this fix could cause new problems.

One of these problems is with information hiding.
When Yemini and Berry wrote about exception handling,

they asserted that ªautomatic propagation of unhandled

exceptions may compromise information hidingº (through

the exposure and propagation of implementation details),
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Fig. 3. The user's view of the clock after the spreadsheet's creator has

specified an exception handler.

Fig. 4. Forms/3 spreadsheet for calculating student grades.



recommending instead that ªexplicit propagation ... be used

to properly rename propagated exceptionsº [68]. Languages

that do not automatically propagate exceptions (e.g.,

ALEX [2]) support this recommendation.
There is no support (and, some might argue, not even a

need) for information hiding in commercial spreadsheet

systems, but it is an issue for research spreadsheet

languages, some of which include abstraction mechanisms.

(Forms/3 is one such language and does provide facilities

for information hiding.) Thus, this issue is worth considera-

tion, especially since some spreadsheet creators are profes-

sional programmers trying to create spreadsheets and

templates that will be robust and maintainable over time.
To support Yemini's and Berry's recommendation in our

approach to exception handling, the first possibility men-

tioned aboveÐcomputing further instead of returning the

original exceptionÐwould be a closer match than the

second, although neither is a perfect fit. To try to achieve

the closer match of the first possibility, it might seem that a

compromise between the two possibilities is needed, such

as propagating exceptions only up to the cell level and then

allowing formulas accessing that cell to compute as

normally as they are able, given an incoming exception

for one argument. For example, cell X above would have as

its value Division-By-Zero, which still addresses the lack of

informativeness and then some other cell Y adding ten to

that value would result in Type-Error. This, however, would

destroy referential transparency, as we discuss next.

Instead, in many spreadsheet languages, including

Forms/3, the approach taken is to propagate, for most

operators, exception arguments at every level, despite the

resulting lack of information hiding. Since most other

languagestodaylikewisedonotprovide languagesupport for

Yemini's and Berry's information hiding recommendation,

instead automatically propagating unhandled exceptions,

one can at least argue that the spreadsheet paradigm is in

good company in ignoring it.

4.3 Issue 3: Maintaining Referential Transparency

Referential transparency, which is sometimes described as

ªthe concept that equals can be substituted for equalsº [1],

is a property of much use to users and implementers of

programming languages. Its presence prevents many kinds

of subtle, hard-to-explain bugs and facilitates informal

reasoning about a program and this is important to those

attempting to use the language. It also facilitates optimiza-

tions in the compiler or interpreter. The spreadsheet

paradigm of cells and formulas without exception handling

(and without extra-applicative devices such as macros)

potentially has the property of referential transparency. For

spreadsheet languages in which referential transparency is

present, it would be advantageous for the approach to

exception handling not to undermine this property.
That loss of referential transparency can occur when

exception handling is introduced into other applicative
languages is a well-known problem [19] and this suggests
that care must be exercised if the problem is to be avoided
in spreadsheet languages. In our use of the error value

model, the possibility of propagating only up to the cell
value would have caused loss of this property because the
answers would not be the same if the same formula were
split between two cells. For example, we stated that under
this possibility, X above would have the value Division-By-
Zero. Yet, if cell A had the formula:

3=0

and cell B had the formula:

A� 5;

then the result of B, which is mathematically the same as X,
would have been Type-Error instead of Division-By-Zero.

The problem in this particular example was avoided by
our choice to propagate at every granularity, not just up to
the cell level. But problems with referential transparency
caused by this choice still remain in the presence of multiple
exceptions. For example, consider the spreadsheet in Fig. 5.
A evaluates to Division-By-Zero and B evaluates to Type-
Error. If C propagated only one of the exceptions (as is true
in other spreadsheet languages), it would not return the
same answer as it would if its formula were the
mathematically equivalent

B�A:
The functional languages ALEX [2] and ML [21], [57]

define this problem away by proposing left-to-right
semantics. This is also the solution used in Excel. However,
this restriction is not particularly compatible with parallel
execution or with the dynamic execution scheduling
common in spreadsheet languages. In Gerald [43], excep-
tions are given different priorities that determine which one
of the exceptions will be returned, but the information
about the other exceptions is lost. Forms/3 introduces a
new solution to this problem that avoids such difficulties,
propagating the collection of all the exceptions that arise in
a computation via a multipleException, as in Fig. 5. Varying
orders in which the exceptions are discovered are not an
issue, because a multipleException is a set of exceptions,
which takes advantage of the orderlessness of sets.

4.4 Issue 4: Preserving Laziness

Our solution above to the multiple-exceptions problem
seems to cause a new problem: It seems incompatible with
laziness, because it appears to require all arguments to be
evaluated to gather up all the exceptions. Since even eager
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Fig. 5. A multipleException is a set of exceptions in Forms/3.



spreadsheet languages use some laziness through short
circuit evaluation of nonstrict3 operators such as if, this
problem is not confined to only lazy spreadsheet languages.

Loss of laziness is another of the well-known problems
that can arise in attempts to combine exception handling
with applicative languages. The most common solutions
have been to isolate the loss to particular constructs, or to
limit the propagation of exceptions, thereby isolating the
loss to particular sections of a program, neither of which
entirely supports referential transparency.

Govindarajan's work follows a different strategy, namely
defining semantics for the nonstrict if and the nonstrict list
operators that support both laziness and referential trans-
parency [19]. Our approach extends this strategy by
showing how it can be used for and and or, which is key
to supporting laziness while still preserving referential
transparency in the presence of multiple exceptions.

The invariant that must be maintained in this strategy is
that, for nonstrict operators, if a subexpression in an
expression does not need to be evaluated to produce the
expression's answer, then that subexpression should be

ignored. Hence, even if an unneeded subexpression coin-
cidentally does get evaluated, perhaps because of some
particular implementation mechanism in the evaluation
engine, the answer should be the same as if it had not been
evaluated.

Forms/3 is a lazy language. Its three nonstrict operators
are if, and, and or. Tables 2, 3, and 4 define semantics for
these operators that maintain referential transparency while
still preserving laziness. Our definition of if in Table 2 is
similar to that in Govindarajan's work, but in contrast to
his, our and and or are nonstrict. Implementing the strategy
for these, the built-in nonstrict operators, allows more
complex expressions constructed using the built-ins to also
retain their laziness.

For example, consider the following two cell formulas:

A: true or (x > y)

B: (x > y) or true

By the semantics defined in Table 4, in Forms/3 the
result of A and the result of B are both true, regardless of
whether �x > y� is ever executed and regardless of whether
it signals an exception.

Govindarajan's work also defines semantics that expli-
citly cover exceptions for nonstrict list operators such as the
equivalents of head and tail. Most spreadsheet languages
have grids (matrices) instead of lists and do not have
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TABLE 2
Semantics of an if-Expression of the Form: if predicate then then-expr else else-expr

TABLE 3
Semantics of an and-Expression of the Form: arg1 and arg2

TABLE 4
Semantics of an or-Expression of the Form arg1 or arg2

3. The term nonstrict means that not all the arguments will necessarily be
evaluated. For example, if is nonstrict because it will never require all three
of its arguments. For example, if the first (the predicate argument) is true it
will evaluate the second (the then-expression) but not the third (the
else-expression).



explicit accessing operators such as head and tail. However,

functionality similar to that of such operators associated

with lazy lists is present if references to groups of grid

elements are supported, even when no explicit operators

are involved. For example, the functionality of head can be

achieved by a reference to the first cell in a grid, which is a

capability present in all spreadsheet languages, and the

functionality of tail can be achieved by a reference to a

group of grid cells, which is a capability found in some

spreadsheet languages including Forms/3.
Surprisingly, although head and tail require special

semantics to maintain laziness in the presence of exceptions

in Govindarajan's work, this is not necessary in spreadsheet

languages. To see this, consider grid accessing capabilities

as they exist in Forms/3. In Forms/3, an entire grid can

have a formula, which can access another entire grid of

cells. For example, the formula for some grid M might be a

reference to some grid N . This is simply treated as a

shortcut for individual references between the correspond-

ing cells of the two grids, i.e., each M component cell Mi's

formula being a reference to N component cell Ni. Since

individual cells are evaluated lazily, no problems arise with

laziness: Just as with any cell in Forms/3, if Mi is visible on

the screen, it generates demands for Ni and otherwise it

does not. Treating grid accesses in this way handles all the

exception cases of Govindarajan's list accessor semantics.

That is, if for some reason Mi cannot validly reference

NiÐregardless of whether it is because Ni does not exist

(due to an exception arising from grid N 's formula), or

because Ni's value is an exceptionÐthen Mi's value will be

an exception.

4.5 Issue 5: Missing Exceptions

The above solution handles most of the potential problems

related to laziness in this paradigm, but one still remains.

Suppose there is an exception that, even though it is not tied

to any on-screen cell, still needs to be reported. Such cases

would be unlikely in traditional business-oriented spread-

sheets, but could arise in less traditional applications. For

example, consider an application such as a home security

system. In such an application, the on-screen spreadsheet

might consist of security information, but unusual situa-

tions not directly tied to the main status display may also

need to be monitored in off-screen spreadsheets, such as

loss of security data, due perhaps to a communication

interruption. Unless the cell whose formula checks for this

situation is in the dataflow path of an on-screen cell, in a

lazy language the cell would not be demanded and, hence,

the exception would not be discovered. In Forms/3, a

spreadsheet's creator must avoid this problem by making

sure cells like this have some tie to output, such as by

including them in the dataflow path of some on-screen cell.

A spreadsheet language could further facilitate this by

allowing a spreadsheet's creator to cause specific cells to be

monitored eagerly, such as by allowing them to be placed

on a distinguished ªalways activeº spreadsheet that is

always considered to be on the screen.

4.6 Issue 6: Liveness Itself Can Generate
Exceptions

The fact that spreadsheet languages are fully live intro-
duces an interesting situation. In a live language, whether
lazy or eager, everything on the screen is needed for output.
This is different from traditional languages, in which the
programmer has control of which variables will be output
and which will not. As a result, when the spreadsheet is
being developed, extra exceptions can occur simply because
all the program's on-screen cells, even those producing only
intermediate values, are being calculated. This can lead to
exceptions that would not be signaled in traditional
languages.

For example, some spreadsheet languages have a built-in
factorial operator, although Forms/3 does not. For lan-
guages having such an operator, a formula for some cell
answer such as the following is possible:

if (x > 1) then fact (x) else 1

If x is a positive number, this will not signal any
exceptions, regardless of whether the spreadsheet language
being used is lazy or eager (with short circuit evaluation).
But by the principle of referential transparency, it should be
possible to remove the factorial subexpression to an
intermediate cell z. Now z's formula would be:

fact (x)

and answer's formula would be:

if �x > 1� then z else 1

If z is on the screen, liveness will force it to be executed
regardless of what x's value is.

One potential solution might seem to be for the system to
apply techniques from program optimization research,
reasoning about if-expressions to find entire groups of cells
to consider as an atomic unit; however such an approach
would violate the value rule for cell z. Fortunately, such
measures are not necessary; the error value model can deal
easily with this situation, provided that the usual spread-
sheet convention is followed of built-in operators returning
an error value (instead of terminating the system or locking
up the system) whenever something goes awry in the
operator's execution. For example, in Excel, the above results
in the error value #NUM! for cell zwhen cell x is too large or
too small. Because the result of the errant calculation is
simply a value, not a change in control flow, any spurious
exception that would not have arisen had an if expression not
been distributed over multiple cells will simply be filtered
out by the if. For example, both of the versions of answer's
formula above result in value one when x is negative,
regardless of whether the then expression was embedded in a
subformula or was a reference to on-screen cell z.

This straightforward way in which the error value model
deals with irrelevant exceptions signaled by built-in
operators can also be applied to problems of nontermina-
tion in spreadsheets. There are fewer opportunities for
nontermination errors in spreadsheet languages than in
traditional languages. Nontermination errors in program-
ming languages can be subcategorized into nontermination
that is due to cycles versus acyclic nontermination. Cycle-
related nontermination in other languages that stems from
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control flow looping does not arise in spreadsheet lan-
guages because there is no support for explicit control flow
constructs, but cycle-related nontermination can arise from
cyclical data dependencies in spreadsheet languages. To
deal with this situation, some spreadsheet languages treat
dependency cycles as constraint problems and attempt to
solve them in a constant number of iterative tries, signaling
(resulting in) an exception if the constant is exceeded.
Forms/3 simply detects dependency cycles at formula entry
time and signals (results in) a *formula-contains-cycles*
exception for the cell. Thus, any cell referring directly or
transitively to this cell will also result in an exception, but
cells not referring to a cell in the cycle terminate normally.

Experimenting with the error value and nontermination
in Forms/3, we have also used the error value model to deal
with acyclic nontermination problems. Acyclic nontermina-
tion can arise when features available to user formulas can
generate dynamic creation of too many additional things to
do, seen in spreadsheet languages as too many additional
data values to compute. Examples of such features include
dynamically-sized grids (grid size determined by formula),
dynamic creation of statically-specified animations (number
of frames determined by formula), and dynamically-created
recursive spreadsheet instances; in fact, these example
features all exist in Forms/3. In Forms/3, when the
underlying implementation runs out of space for these
additional values, it simply signals an exception (returns an
error value) for the cell being computed, such as
*stack-overflow*. (Even if aggressive space reclaiming me-
chanisms were used in a manner that prevented space
utilization from actually being physically exhausted, a
counter could be used to measure the number of ªvirtualº
cells computed so far, with an exception raised when some
limit is reached.) These devices provide the benefit of
protecting working portions of the spreadsheet from
nontermination errors in other portions of the spreadsheet.

An interesting aspect of these situations is that, though
the error value model handles them easily, other ap-
proaches to exception handling would run into difficulty
with them in the context of spreadsheet languages. For
example, an approach in which a handler was set up to
detect any exception within a section of the spreadsheet,
perhaps modeled after the scoped catch mechanism used by
Java, Lisp, and Haskell, would branch to handle the
irrelevant exceptions and/or potential nonterminations
instead of allowing the rest of the spreadsheet not
dependent on these exceptions to proceed normally. Of
course, a spreadsheet creator could circumvent some such
difficulties, such as by carefully avoiding distribution of
formulas' intermediate subexpressions across separate cells
to prevent extraneous nontermination errors, but this
ªsolutionº would be fragile, relying upon a spreadsheet
creator's discipline and understanding of this subtlety.

5 EXCEPTION COMPOSITION AND ABSTRACTION

In programming languages, one technique often employed
to enhance expressive power is abstraction. Abstraction
allows composition of related information into a single
package, thereby providing programmers the ability to
abstract low-level details away into higher-level concepts

and to use these abstractions multiple times. In Forms/3,
abstraction of exceptions is possible using the ordinary
operators and, for more sophisticated users, via language
support for data abstraction.

5.1 Exception Composition through Ordinary
Operators

Since Forms/3 treats all instances of the error type just like
any other value, any combination of valuesÐerrors or
notÐcan be combined to identify an exception using
ordinary operators such as if-then-else. For example, if the
clock spreadsheet referenced the system's clock rather than
user input, the spreadsheet creator might add an 8:10 alarm
using an alarm cell:

if (hourHand = 8) and (minuteHand = 10)

then true else false

Other cells in the spreadsheet could then refer to this cell in
their own formulas (e.g., ªif alarm then ...º). Such uses of
if-then-else can involve arbitrarily complex combinations
and can result in values of any type. This way of composing
low-level details into higher-level exceptions is almost
invisible, since it uses only ordinary operators and works
with any kind of exceptions, whether of type error or not.

This composition mechanism is another example of the
implications of the liveness property of spreadsheet
languages. Due to this property, all operators define
constraints, and the system guarantees maintenance of all
of these constraints throughout the user's formula edits and
display manipulations. Hence, any operator can compose
exceptions in this way, not just the if-then-else operator. For
example, the above formula for the alarm cell could have
been written instead using simply the and operator:

(hourHand = 8) and (minuteHand = 10)

5.2 User-Defined Exceptions through Data
Abstraction

For some situations, what is needed is the ability to define
new kinds of exceptions that are still of type error. This
would allow the spreadsheet creator to differentiate
between exceptions that are errors versus those that are
not, even in the case of user-defined exceptions. Forms/3
provides this capability through its support for abstract
data types [4], [5].

Forms/3 supports abstract data types as follows: Types
are defined on type definition spreadsheets. Attributes of a
type are defined by formulas in cells and an instance of a
type is the value of an ordinary cell which can be referenced
just like any other cell. Built-in types are provided in the
language implementation but are otherwise identical to
user-defined types. For example, type error is actually a
built-in abstract data type that is described by the
spreadsheet in Fig. 6. The value of cell newError is
determined by cells defining its error message and error
type (bottom half of the spreadsheet) and the public
attributes of any error can be accessed by changing the
formula of someError to refer to the erroneous value and by
then referencing cells message? and/or errorType? (top half
of the spreadsheet).
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There is an apparent similarity between some program-
ming environments' ªproperty sheets,º which allow main-
tenance of properties of objects and the spreadsheet in Fig. 6,
but this similarity does not go beyond the surface. One
difference is that, because the sheet in Fig. 6 is a
spreadsheet, its cells can have formulas that specify
arbitrarily complex relationships, not just constant values
as in property sheets. Another difference is information
hiding: In Forms/3 it is possible for the spreadsheet creator
to make cells visually (and logically) invisible, the informa-
tion-hiding equivalent of private methods and fields in
other languages.

Each instance of a type is defined on its own copy of the
spreadsheet for that type, which can be displayed upon
demand. A spreadsheet creator can make new copies by
pushing a Copy button; the system can also automatically
make new copies as needed behind the scenes, as will be
explained in Section 5.3.

Thus, in signaling an exception via an instance of type
error, although the spreadsheet creator may use the textual
error operator as in the earlier examples (if (minuteHand >
60) then error else...), this operator is actually a shortcut for a
reference to cell newError on a copy of the built-in
primitiveError spreadsheet that defines type error. This
spreadsheet allows spreadsheet creators to create instances
of the error type to define their own kinds of errors, as
in Fig. 6.

5.3 Replacement Value Exception Handling via the
Error Value Model

While the variation of the analog clock that references the
system clock is a real world software application, it
represents only the class of software in which a single
spreadsheet stands alone. To support more reusable
spreadsheets, such as libraries of spreadsheets that can be
linked with a variety of present and future spreadsheets, an
approach that supports information hiding and structured
communication between the callee and caller is required.
This was the basic point made by Yemini and Berry when

they first introduced the replacement value model of
exception handling [68].

In this section, we show how combining the error value
model with Forms/3's abstraction mechanisms can achieve
the functionality of the replacement value model described
in Section 2 (with the exception of the propagation policy, as
was discussed in Section 4). Using the error value model to
achieve replacement value functionality has two advan-
tages over other possible ways to achieve replacement value
functionality. First, it maintains the compatibility featured
by the error value model with the spreadsheet evaluation
model. Second, it provides full featured exception handling
suitable for libraries of reusable spreadsheet ªmodulesº
without encountering the problems that have arisen in more
control-flow-oriented approaches to replacement value
exception handling.

5.3.1 Abstraction in Forms/3

Abstraction is needed to support replacement value excep-
tion handling. In Forms/3, just as a spreadsheet can be used
to define new types, a spreadsheet also can be used as a unit
of procedural abstraction. A spreadsheet R can ªcallº
another spreadsheet S by referring to a cell on S. (This is
similar to the linked spreadsheets found in commercial
spreadsheet systems.) To set up multiple such ªcallsº to a
single spreadsheet S in Forms/3, the spreadsheet creator
makes copies of spreadsheet S and changes some of the
cells' formulas on these copies (for parameter passing
functionality). For example, in Fig. 7, the cell whose formula
would be changed for parameter passing functionality
would be N . Forms/3 allows a spreadsheet creator to
ªlock inº the formulas for cells that should not be changed
by making the formula tab invisible. This provides the
spreadsheet creator a way to enforce the desired parameter
protocol and to protect the spreadsheet's nonparameter
cells from modification.

As the factorial example demonstrates, this approach
provides functionality similar to both a (first-order) func-
tion and an instance of that function (i.e., an activation
record). However, at first glance, the approach does not
seem to afford as much generality in expressiveness as is
usual with approaches to procedural abstraction in pro-
gramming languages. The formulas for the cells in the
example all refer to values that the spreadsheet creator
explicitly instantiated, either by entering them explicitly via
constant formulas, or by referring to cells on forms
(activation records) that he or she manually created. In
contrast to this, conventional first-order functions' para-
meters can automatically generate the needed activation
records at runtime.

The Forms/3 solution to providing as much generality
as is present with conventional first-order functions is
though automatically generalizing formulas through
deductive reasoning. The system automatically deduces
the relationships specified in this concrete way [67],
allowing additional invocations to be generated automa-
tically by the system as needed.

An approach to generalization in programming lan-
guages can be either explicit or implicit. In an explicit
approach, the user provides the generalized interpretation
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Fig. 6. Type error's attributes can be set and queried using copies of this
spreadsheet. (That this particular one is a copy can be seen by the fact
that most of its background is gray; the white cells are the ones for which
the spreadsheet creator has provided new formulas for this copy's cells.)
Here, the spreadsheet creator has defined cell errorType's formula to be
the string ª CLOCK-ERRORº and cell message's formula to be the string
ª*CLOCK-ERROR*.º



explicitly. Forms/3 follows an implicit approach, deriving
the generalized version automatically. If an implicit
approach for generalization employs inference,4 there is a
possibility of guessing wrong. Still, the probability of doing
so is often reasonable in certain domains, such as user
interface generation, in which the number of possibilities
are relatively small and a number of domain-specific
languages have successfully employed this technique. (See
[12] for several examples.) However, this kind of inference
has not been viable in general purpose languages, because
the probability of guessing wrong is too high.

Fortunately, in spreadsheet formulas, the operators are
already fully general; only the operands must be general-
ized. Further, there is enough information present in the
dataflow graph of a spreadsheet's relationships to allow
generalized operands to be implicitly5 deduced. In fact, the
operand is already partly general: The cell part of the
operand as specified by the spreadsheet creator is either
already fully general (as in Answer's formula in Fig. 7) or is
trivially generalizable via row/column relationships in a
grid (as in Factorials). The only aspect of an operand that
needs further deduction is a specification of how to
generate an appropriate copy of a spreadsheet when
needed.

Suppose S is a spreadsheet, Si is a copy of S instantiated
directly by a spreadsheet creator pressing the Copy button
and DefSeti is a set of elements of format ªX:formula � �; º
where each X is a cell on Si whose formula has been edited
to be �. (� can be any spreadsheet formula, such as a

reference to some other cell, not just an example value.) It is

possible for the system to abstractly specify copy Si by

noticing how its cells' formulas differ from those in S:

Si � S modified by DefSeti:

In Forms/3, the system derives generalized formulas by

replacing all references to specific copies of S with abstract

descriptions such as the one above. For most cases, these

descriptions are sufficient for the system to generate new

copies automatically at runtime if needed. For example, if

there is another spreadsheet Commissions containing a grid,

each element of which needs to use Factorials in its

calculation, the spreadsheet creator would enter the for-

mula of one of the grid cells in terms of the relationship

between that cell and a copy of Factorials and the resulting

generalized formula would contain enough information to

automatically generate the copies needed for the other cells

in the grid. The cases in which this mechanism is not

sufficient involve nontraditional call-return relationships,

but even these can be handled by further analysis of the

dataflow graphs involved. (See [67] for details.)
With this approach to abstraction, the expressive power

of the error value model in spreadsheets increases over that

presented in Section 3.2.3. In that section we pointed out

that, without abstraction, it is necessary to provide excep-

tion handling formulas that refer to each use of a ªfunction:º

in essence a handler for every instance of an exception. In

contrast to this, when abstraction is added, then exception

handling can be provided with the definition of a function

instead. In spreadsheet terms, a function definition is a

spreadsheet (S) and uses of the function are references to a

cell on S or on any copy of S. Hence, all instances of an

exception that arise when referring to any copy of S will be

handled by the handling formulas on S. This increases the

expressive power of the approach and is also key to the

ability to provide replacement value functionality using the

error value model.
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4. In much of the artificial intelligence literature, the term inference
includes both sound reasoning techniques such as deduction and
techniques employing guesswork. However, in literature about demonstra-
tional programming languages, the term is normally used to mean only
reasoning techniques employing guesswork. In this paper, we follow this
latter convention.

5. Commercial spreadsheet languages are partially explicit; the user must
enter a special character (often a ª$º) with a cell reference to make it an
ªabsoluteº reference. Further, since commercial spreadsheet languages are
locked into a grid, generalization can be based solely on spatial relation-
ships. Nongrid spreadsheet languages have not replaced the grid model
with any alternative well-defined model of spatial relationships and, thus,
must base generalization logic solely on logical relationships.

Fig. 7. (a) A Forms/3 spreadsheet to calculate N factorial. Cell N is intended for input and the fact that its formula tab is showing is intended to
communicate this fact to users. (N 's formula is the same as its value, the constant 4). Grid Factorials has two parts: The first, which has only the first
cell in it, has the formula 1; the second contains all remaining cells and has the formula shown at the right. (b) The error value model's default
behavior is resume semantics. Hence, without explicit exception handling code, an unusable input for N causes Answer to return an error value.



5.3.2 The Replacement Value Model in a Library

Spreadsheet ªModuleº

Fig. 7's factorial spreadsheet includes only default error value
exception handling. To improve this spreadsheet's function-
ality as a general purpose library module, the spreadsheet
creator will add replacement value exception handling.

In Fig. 8, the spreadsheet creator has added cells to
provide replacement value exception handling for fact.
(Note that the formulas contain only the same ordinary
operators as in the error value model examples.) In
replacement value exception handling, handlers are defined
inside the callee, as the figure shows; this promotes
cohesion. The caller sets up the parameters that dictate the
handlers' behavior; this is because the caller (the applica-
tion) knows more than the callee (the library routine) about
the significance of the exception to the application. Because
the handling cells have been placed on the fact spreadsheet,
these handlers will deal with exceptions arising from any
invocation of fact, which is, in our view, a necessary
improvement from the individual-instance power of hand-
ling that was shown in earlier examples.

Cell replacementValue contains a value to be used if an
exception is signaled and cell Mode specifies the desired
handling mode. Future spreadsheet creators who make use
of the factorial library routine will copy the fact spreadsheet,

will provide a formula for input cell N , will provide a
formula for the replacementValue cell and will choose an
exception handling mode by pushing one of the radio
buttons. (A radio button group in Forms/3 is a robust
shortcut for a cell whose formula is intended to be one of an
enumerated set of constants.)

Except for the above parameter-like cells and the output
cell Answer, all the other cells on the spreadsheet will
eventually be hidden; they are internal and, thus, of concern
only to the creator of the factorial library routine. The
spreadsheet creator did not choose to provide an explicit
handler for resume mode handling in this example, because
the underlying error value model automatically handles,
using resume semantics, any exceptions not covered by the
explicit handlers.

5.3.3 Exception Handling Modes Supported

In programming language literature, an exception handler's
behavior after it takes corrective action is typically
categorized into one of five modes: terminate execution,
resume execution, retry execution, propagate the exception,
or transfer control to a new location. Fig. 8 demonstrated
the error value model's ability to support the first three of
these. In regarding the fourth, propagation of exceptions
has already been discussed at length. The fifth, transfer of
control, is not possible in the error value model.
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Fig. 8. The cells in the input, output, and parameter areas (top and midleft) are the interface to this routine. Replacement value exception handling
(right half) is accomplished with formulas containing ordinary operators. (The lines and labels are simply borderless, nameless cells with formulas
that evaluate to lines and strings.) Cell RetryHandler contains the result of a recursive call to a copy of fact in which N's formula is a reference to
fact's replacementValue.



The behavior of terminate handling under the replace-
ment value model is that, if an exception is signaled, the
replacement value is used as the value of the final output
cell(s) on the spreadsheet, as illustrated by the second else in
FinalAnswer's formula. Resume mode, as we have already
pointed out, is the default for the error value model; when
coupled with a replacement value in the replacement value
model, a cell's formula could refer to the replacement value
if an exception arises instead of to an intermediate cell (the
cell that caused the exception). The behavior of retry
handling under the replacement value model is that, if an
exception is signaled, the replacement value is referenced
by the initial input cell(s) on another invocation of the
spreadsheet, as illustrated by the reference in 248-fact's N to
fact's replacementValue. Table 5 shows example behavior of
the factorial spreadsheet under these three exception
handling modes.

6 FUNCTIONALITY COMPARISON WITH MODERN

PRACTICAL LANGUAGES

Although we have presented the exception handling
features of our approach primarily in the context of those
described in the research literature, it is also instructive to
compare the approach with modern languages that are
actually in wide use. In this section, we compare the
Forms/3 exception handling approach with approaches
found in three programming languages that are in use for
building software used in the real world. The three we
discuss are Excel, because it shows the way exception
handling exists in a widely used commercial spreadsheet
system; Java, because its approach to exception handling is
thought by many to be the most advanced in wide use; and
Haskell, because it is one of the few (nonspreadsheet)
applicative languages in practical use whose approach to
exception handling does not interfere with referential
transparency. Our purpose is to focus on the differences
in functionality, not on the differences in mechanisms used
to achieve the functionality.

6.1 Comparison with Excel Exception Handling

Excel [33] is representative of conventional commercial
spreadsheet systems' error value exception handling, and is
in practical use by a huge number of users. In Excel, if a
formula includes a reference to a cell that contains an error
value, that formula also produces an error value (except for
the operators iserr, iserror, or isna, which are used for
exception handling). For example, in Fig. 9, the formula for
cell A1 is 5=0, which evaluates to #DIV =0!. The spreadsheet
creator can also explicitly signal an instance of these error
types by including it in a cell's formula. For example, the
formula for cell A3 in Fig. 9 is:

if (A2 < 100, A2, #NUM!)6

Excel's approach to exception handling follows the same
basic model as that in Forms/3. Although there are several
subtle differences (discussed in our solutions to the issues in
Section 4), the largest difference between Forms/3 and
Excel exception handling functionality is tied to Forms/3's
support for abstraction. Using this mechanism, Forms/3 is
able to provide a customizable error type (using the
primitiveError spreadsheet). This provides the ability to
create user-defined exceptions. It also can be used to define
exception handling at the ªfunctionº granularity, as Fig. 8
showed for ªfunctionº fact and at the type granularity via
the same technique, namely including exception handling
formulas on the defining spreadsheet for the type. Since
Excel has no abstraction capabilities, features such as user-
defined exceptions, function-level handlers, and type-level
handlers are not possible in Excel.

6.2 Comparison with Java Exception Handling

Java [18] is the first widely used object-oriented
programming language in which the exception handling
constructs themselves are in wide use. This is due at least in
part to the fact that in Java, use of exception handling is
enforced;7 the Java compiler requires that if the code within
a method can signal an exception, then the method must
either provide handlers for that exception, or it must
include the exceptions in the method declaration (although
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Fig. 9. Exceptions in Excel.

TABLE 5
The Behavior of Library Spreadsheet fact under Different Exception Handling Modes

6. The syntax of Excel's if function is if (condition, value_if_true,
value_if_false).

7. The C++ exception handling mechanism [28] is similar in many ways
to the Java exception handling mechanism. However, in C++ built-in
exceptions are not supported and there is no enforcement of the use of
exception handling.



there are some cases in which this requirement does not

hold). This is a significant difference from Forms/3, which

does not enforce use of exception handling.
Java exceptions are instances of class Exception. To create

new, user-defined exception types, a Java programmer may

create new subclasses under this class, as in Fig. 10. Java

programmers can signal exceptions explicitly via a throw

statement and can catch either user-defined or built-in

exceptions using catches, as shown in the figure. The type of

exception signaled determines which handler is invoked by

matching types of the signaled exception with those in the

handlers. In this case, ªmatchingº means that a handler

with a formal parameter of type T matches a signaled

exception of type T or any subclass of T. (Parameter passing

is used to pass the exception object into the handler.) If

there is no matching handler, the method or block

terminates and the exception is propagated to the caller

and then to its caller and so on. If no handler is ever found

in the call tree, the exception is printed and the program

terminates. Java's control-flow orientation is very different

from the applicative model followed by Forms/3, but we

will ignore this issue as much as possible in considering

exception handling functionality.
The number of exceptions one handler is intended to

handle is different in Java than in Forms/3. A Java catch

block for a subclass that was an exact match, such as the

first catch in Fig. 10, handles all exceptions that are instances

of a particular type. This is not possible in Forms/3, since it

is not particularly compatible with liveness, as was

discussed in Section 4. Java exception handling also

leverages the power of inheritance, allowing a catch block

such as the third one in the figure to handle multiple types

of exceptions within an entire subtree of the inheritance

hierarchy. In Forms/3, this also is not possible. However, in

Forms/3 (and in Java), it is possible to include exception

handlers as part of an abstract data type, which catch all

exceptions that happen to a particular type.

Aside from the control-flow versus data orientation

aspect then, the main differences in functionality between

the Java approach and the Forms/3 approach are: 1) the

number of exceptions handled by one handler is greater in

Java than in Forms/3; 2) Forms/3 provides default

handling of all exceptions based on resume semantics,

whereas Java's default handling of exceptions is based on

terminate semantics; and 3) exception handling is enforced

in Java, whereas it is not in Forms/3.

6.3 Comparison with Haskell Exception Handling

Haskell [40] is a general purpose, ªpureº functional
programming language. Like other functional program-
ming languages, it supports higher-order functions. It is
representative of the newest functional languages in its
support for static polymorphic typing and data abstraction.
It has also received wide attention for maintaining ªpurityº
while still incorporating practical features, such as support
for GUI I/O, that allow it to be used for real world
applications.

Haskell makes a distinction between errors and excep-
tions. In Haskell terminology, the term ªexceptionº applies
only to I/O errors, which can be caught and handled. Other
kinds of exceptions are termed ªerrorsº in Haskell and
cannot be handled. Exceptions are related to the IO monad,8

which is an abstract data type representing I/O actions. The
built-in I/O exceptions are of type IOError, and built-in
exceptions can be signaled only by system primitives, not
by user written code.

The try/catch notation of Java is combined in Haskell's
catch function. The catch function associates an exception
handler with an action or set of actions to be tried. The type
signature of the catch function is:
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Fig. 10. Exception handling in Java (adapted from a program given in [18]).

8. Monads are a relatively recent advance in functional programming
languages, and allow sequencing and state modification to be performed in
controlled sections of the program without destroying referential transpar-
ency [41]. For example, one operation on IO actions is ªsequentially order,º
which is used to solve the long-standing problem of convenient sequencing
of I/O in functional languages.



catch :: IO a -> (IOError -> IO a) -> IO a

In Haskell notation, ª::º means ªis of type,º and the types
of the parameters are separated by arrows. To the right of
the last arrow is the return type. Hence, if catch receives an
I/O action (of type IO a) and an exception handler (of type
(IOError -> IO a)), it will return an I/O action (of type IO a).
The logic works as follows: If the incoming action succeeds,
its result is returned without invoking the handler. If an I/O
exception occurs, it is passed to the handler as a value of
type IOError and the handler is then invoked, returning an
action of type IO a.

There are several exception-oriented functions built into
the language that a programmer can use in writing such a
handler. Examples include isEOFError, to query whether
the exception was an end-of-file and fail, which explicitly
propagates the exception. In the following example
(adapted from [24]), the function getChar' returns a
character from the standard input. In case an exception is
signaled by the function getChar, it is caught and passed on
to the handler function eofHandler. If the exception was an
end-of-file exception, the function returns a newline.
Otherwise, the exception is propagated to the caller.

getChar' = catch getChar eofHandler where

eofHandler e = if isEOFError e then return '\n'
else fail e

It is also possible to build limited forms of user-defined
exceptions via function userError:

userError :: String -> IOError

Although Haskell supports relationships among types
similar to inheritance hierarchies, there is no hierarchy of
exception types and, hence, no object-oriented type match-
ing mechanism is used to select from a variety of handlers.
However, Haskell's support for abstract data types allows
exception handling to be provided for all (I/O-related)
exceptions that happen to a particular type, as in Forms/3.

Haskell's monadic mechanism for exception handling is
significantly different from the error value model. Still,
ignoring the differences in mechanisms and focusing on the
functionalities achieved by each, the main differences
between the functionality of Haskell's exception handling
and Forms/3's exception handling are 1) Haskell supports
only I/O-related built-in exceptions and limited user-
defined I/O-related exceptions, whereas Forms/3 supports
all built-in exceptions and arbitrarily complex user-defined
exceptions and 2) unlike Forms/3 (and like Java), Haskell's
default handling of exceptions is based on terminate
semantics: the program simply terminates with an error
message.

7 DISCUSSION

As the comparison in Section 6 shows, while the approach
to exception handling presented here does not have as
much expressive power as Java's, it exceeds the expressive
power of Excel's approach and that of Haskell's approach.
This is rather surprising, given the minimalism of the error
value model.

The factorial example also demonstrates that the ap-
proach can be used in accordance with all of Yemini's and
Berry's software engineering guidelines (listed in Section 2)
except their information hiding recommendation. The most
unconventional of the ways the guidelines are satisfied are
in the support for parameterized handlers and in the
compatibility with the language's scope, type, and verifia-
bility characteristics. For parameterized handlers, a spread-
sheet creator specifies the desired parameters on a copy of
the ªcalleeº spreadsheet and refers to that copy's final
answer from the ªcallerº spreadsheet. Regarding scope,
type, and verifiability compatibility, the approach does not
impact these properties because it avoids changes to the
evaluation model; hence, no new scope, type, or verifiability
issues arise.

Correctness of exception handling code can be a problem
in some languages, but the concreteness of the spreadsheet
paradigm and the presence of liveness's immediate visual
feedback may offer some help with this. For example, the
use of widgets like radio buttons can promote robustness in
parameterizing the handlers. When employing a spread-
sheet with replacement value exception handling, the
spreadsheet creator need not memorize or look up the
codes for the different exception handling modes; he or she
simply needs to push the appropriate button. Interactive
visual characteristics and liveness can also add testing and
documentation functionality. For example, in Forms/3, the
creator of the library spreadsheet module can test exception
handling behavior interactively while developing it. Later,
creators of calling spreadsheets can learn about the
module's exception handling behavior by trying it with
sample inputs, without having to refer to separate doc-
umentation or the spreadsheet implementation details to
understand it. These features are not a panacea, but they do
provide some support for incremental testing and debug-
ging. We have recently been working on ways to incorpo-
rate these features into an integrated assistance mechanism
for testing and debugging in spreadsheet languages [6],
[44], [49], [61], and have a series of empirical studies
underway to understand how such a mechanism affects
users' abilities to test and debug [8], [49], [63].

8 CONCLUSION

Programming languages that have been associated at least
partially with end-user programming, such as spreadsheet
languages, have been seriously under studied in terms of
their programming language and software engineering
properties. This is a serious omission because these
languages are being used to create production software
upon which real decisions are being based. Further, the
spreadsheets created with these languages can be large and
complex, such as for income tax preparation, and could
benefit from mechanisms that help deal with complex
applications. For these reasons, it is important to provide
support for mechanisms such as exception handling that
can aid both in the reliability of answers produced by these
spreadsheets and in the spreadsheets' maintainability over
time. However, if an exception handling mechanism is not
compatible with the spreadsheet evaluation model, the
associated learning curve could be an effective barrier to its
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use, especially by the end users and informal programmers
who create many of these spreadsheets.

To explore this issue, we have investigated the properties
of error value exception handling in the spreadsheet
paradigm. We have shown that the error value model is
particularly well suited to the spreadsheet paradigm, due to
characteristics such as the following:

. Under the error value model, spreadsheet creators
require only ordinary language operators, such as
if-then-else, for both exception handling and pre-
vention;

. The error value model can fully preserve both
referential transparency and laziness; and

. The error value model is entirely compatible with
liveness.

Perhaps most important, despite the error value model's
minimalism, when paired with a few straightforward
abstraction capabilities, this simple model provides a
surprisingly high degree of exception handling function-
ality, as was demonstrated both by the fact that it can
support the replacement value model and by the results of
comparing its functionality with the exception handling
mechanisms in several modern programming languages.
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